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Versions since IETF 111

- 03

- Compliance with draft-ietf-jmap-jscontact-08
Recommended JSContact map keys in RDAP

- RDAP providers are RECOMMENDED to use some RFC5733 labels as map keys:
  - "org" for either the only or the internationalized organization in the "organizations" map;
  - "addr" for either the only or the internationalized postal address in the "addresses" map;
  - "email" for the email address in the "emails" map;
  - "voice" for the voice number in the "phones" map;
  - "fax" for the fax number in the "phones" map.
- The localized versions of name, organization and postal address MUST be inserted into the "localizations" map.
Next steps

• JSContact spec is ready to be submitted to IESG

• Other implementations in addition to .it:
  • CentralNic (done, live soon)
  • Other registries have manifested their interests in this proposal and are implementing it (feedback from last interim meeting)
Recent updates about jscontact-tools

- Last version is 0.6.0
- Compliant with: draft-ietf-jmap-jscontact-08, draft-ietf-jmap-jscontact-vcard-07, draft-ietf-regext-rdap-jscontact-03
- [https://github.com/consiglionazionaledellercerche/jscontact-tools](https://github.com/consiglionazionaledellercerche/jscontact-tools)
Thanks for the attention!
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